FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
" Those noisy people take up the most questionable opinions
and present them not as their own private opinions but as
the pure Catholic and almost infallible doctrine. They have
managed to put over the responsibility for their foolhardiness
on the clergy, the Church and religion. To listen to them you
would think they spoke under the very aegis of the highest and
most venerable authority." " You have the rare audacity,"
thundered Dupanloup in his scathing Avertissement of 1869,
" to present your own personal views as the official doctrine
of the Church."
And, added the Liberal Catholic 3 otto *uoce> God help the
Church if those views ever did become those of the Church.
" Veuillot," said Montalembert, "is paralysing the movement
which for the last fifty years has been drawing together again
society and religion ; he stirs up against the latter a dangerous
unpopularity and is preparing a terrible reaction. Look at
England. Englishmen are convinced that Papism is synony-
mous with oppression and incompatible with religion or civil
liberty — and to enlighten them we send them an apology for
the revocation of the Edict of Nantes," while Falloux warns
him that if the forces of hatred are ever again let loose against
the Church he will be directly responsible for the outbreak.
"According to Veuillot," said the Liberal Union, " the
Church's only hope and only help must lie in the support
of human authority and in the proscription of any form of
government which leaves any room for public freedom/' In
a word, " Veuillot was outlawing the Church from civilized
nations, he was a danger to faith." *
The actual trouble was, of course, that Veuillot really had the
approval of Rome, and that his foes strongly suspected this,
1 Dupanloup, Avertiuement, 1869. ^ *s wort^ noting that as far back as
1851 Tocquevillc passed a similar judgment on Liberal Catholics: "I bear a
grudge against those pietists for all the efforts they make to make France
irreligious once more and Voltairean passions revive. I mourn daily at seeing
the good done in this respect by the February Revolution wasted so miserably,
and at seeing the efforts made to throw back towards unbelief a people that
circumstances were bringing nearer to belief, if not in faith, at least in respect.
I have now thought for a long time that, after Voltaire, the greatest enemy of
Christians in France is Montalembert " (Letter, Marcel, p. 265),
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